**Announcements.**

* Only those announcements which appear in general interest to our readers will be considered for inclusion. It is regretted that we cannot provide space for all announcements.

**Eligibility.** Any announcement which is in a position to come from the M.I.T. community must be from our own students or faculty, or should be solicited by the MIT President, the Dean of Students, or his designee.

**Format.** Announcements will be considered for publication only if the format compliance with the information list on Albor Graham's desk, 149-328, by the end of February. A meeting for those interested is planned for late March.

- Debra Cox remains in the office at 303, 22-33, and continues to assist departmental chairmen and center directors in the submission of announcements for the weekly publication. Faculty and staff are encouraged to submit announcements to the MIT Public Relations Office, 2-5106, for publication in the MIT newsletter.

**Harvard Green Bag's first improvement in 85 years**

By Bob Dennis

At the beginning of the MIT Concert Band's annual internation tour, personal assistant Miles Lyons commented, "This is a fated group whose members seem to know one another."

With a few days to spare, however, the triumphant band of Mother Nature, the 83 members of the band---the varying degrees of strange at each other all too well.

After a few highlighted concerts in Philadelphia, Richmond, Washington, and Baltimore, where 9 Tech juggalowars were able to outwit a cop who had never heard of MIT, and a memorable Saturday night party, some of the band members have not set foot home at 10:00 AM Sunday.

Early in the afternoon, the snow began falling on the New Jersey Turnpike. As the snow became increasingly lounging and dark, the two Wilson buses carrying the band became separated. At the first bus round New York, several band members ventured out into nature's wild flurry to push on the road one of the many cars that were immobile and blocking traffic, and the car's occupants were admitted to the bus. As the George Washington Bridge loomed ahead hopelessly closed, the bus driver, Maurice Evans, decided to take the Hackney, N. J., exit and the 40-odd movement-minded Modernists---including several female members---were fortunate to gain accomodations at the Holiday Inn until 6:00 AM Monday when they continued on an uneventful return trip to the white and wonderful Institute.

The entire snowbound group assembled at 7:00 AM, and the white bus returned to the Institute. Not only was an unprecedented sense of camaraderie among all achieved, but some Techmen reached the stand of the Institute's emergency funds was a better bet than venturing out under uncertain road conditions, and the half of the band remained comfortably accommodated in the Holiday Inn until 6:00 AM Monday when they continued on an uneventful return trip to the white and wonderful Institute.

The entire snowbound group assembled at 7:00 AM, and the white bus returned to the Institute. Not only was an unprecedented sense of camaraderie among all achieved, but some Techmen reached the stand of the Institute's emergency funds was a better bet than venturing out under uncertain road conditions, and the half of the band remained comfortably accommodated in the Holiday Inn until 6:00 AM Monday when they continued on an uneventful return trip to the white and wonderful Institute.

- Undergraduates interested in a new course in Humanities during the spring term, 21.383, "A Course in Reading and Writing," should be interested in registering for it as it has been submitted to the course committee for approval. Written to Professor C. T. Cole, in room 41N-314.

- Ames freshman interested in working on the Committee to Evaluate Freshman Performance should submit a letter of application to Peter Butter (7-133) explaining why he or she wants to contribute to the purposes of the pass-fail experiment in the next two and a half years. A permanent committee member will be selected from the applications and personal interviews. For more information, contact: Peter Butter, x7671, Peter Burns, x2896, or George Katsiaficas, x3361.
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